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Abstract 
Speech can be understood at widely varying production rates. A working memory is described for short-
term storage of temporal lists of input items. The working memory is a cooperative-competitive neural 
network that automatically adjusts its integration rate, or gain, to generate a short-term memory code for 
a list that is independent of item presentation rate. Such an invariant working memory model is used to 
simulate data of Repp (1980) concerning the changes of phonetic category boundaries as a function of their 
presentation rate. Thus the variability of categorical boundaries can be traced to the temporal in variance of 
the working memory code. 
Introduction 
Many cues in speech perception are dependent on speaking rate, determined by the duration of sonorants, 
frication and silence intervals) and in natural speech these temporal qualities vary on short and long time 
scales (Miller and Liberman, 1979; Miller, 1981; Repp, Liberman, Eccardt and Pestsky, 1978; Tarttar, Kat, 
Samuel, and Repp, 1983). To avoid confusion, the listener must quickly and automatically adapt to the 
variability in the speech stream based on the context in which the cues are embedded. Of particular concern 
in this article are the phonetic distinctions based on duration of silence between segments. 
Studies by Repp (1980, 1983) indicate that phonetic discrimination is dependent on the statistics of the 
distribution of silence intervals contained in speech segments recently presented to the listener. In his 1980 
experiment, the stimuli consisted of pairs of vowel-consonant (VC) and consonant-vowel (CV) segments, 
separated by a silent closure interval. The duration of closure for a particular stimulus was chosen randomly 
from a setl according to one of three probability distributions (see Figure lA). The ''no anchor" case covered 
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Figure 1: (A) Distributions of silent intervals from which stimuli are randomly chosen. (B) Psychometric functions 
in response to these lists, averaged over 4 subjects. (After Repp, 1980, Figures 1 and 2.) 
a full rallge of silence intervals, a set of 11 specific interval durations equally spaced across the rangel 
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with uniform probability. The "low anchor" case used a subset of the 8 shortest intervals with a higher 
probability of the shortest interval. The ''high anchor'' case used a subset of the 8 longest intervals with 
a higher probability of the longest interval. Depending on the silence, the V C,-C, V stimulus would be 
perceived by the subject as either vc,v or vc,-c,v. 
The results show that the subjects' decisions were strongly influenced by the distribution of silences in 
the stimuli (see Figure 1B). Stimuli with the mean value of silent interval for that condition were perceived 
as either one or two consonants with equal probability, and the high and low extremes of the decision curves 
were "anchored'' at the respective extremes of the range of silences presented. As a result, the high and 
low anchor cases, with smaller variances in their distribution of silences, had correspondingly steeper sloped 
psychometric functions. 
In this article, we present computer simulations which suggest that the variability of these categorical 
boundaries is a reflection of a more general speech processing principle. In particular, we describe a neural 
network model for a working memory that is capable of storing temporal lists of items as an evolving 
spatial pattern of activation. This working memory automatically adjusts its integration rate, or gain, to 
compensate for variable input presentation rate. We introduce a variable gain that generates a working 
memory code which is approximately invariant with respect to rate. The Repp (1980) data indicate that 
internally generated signals reflect the statistical properties of presentation rate, or, alternatively, of the 
distribution of silent intervals. Our model adapts to input statistics by allowing the variable gain to react 
slowly to rate changes across several list items. 
Model 
The VC and CV stop segments are input to a model of an auditory working memory that processes the 
phonetic constituents of the stimulus. For example, fib/-/ ga/ is a two-item stimulus that sequentially excites 
two units in working memory. In the H.epp experiment, whenever a stop segment is presented, its acoustic 
and temporal properties are the same, and so is the input to the system. The resulting activations excite 
a. higher level stage whete an unspecified competition resolves whether one or both items are consciously 
perceived. This decision is presumed to depend probabilistically on the activation ratio between the two 
items in working memory. The ratio increases with the duration of silent interval between the two items 
of a given presentation but is invariant with presentation rate, i.e. the average frequency of input events 
observed over many presentations. The decision model uses a fixed decision criterion, ~; a fixed variance, 
a, of the activation ratios arising from stimuli with any given silent interval; and for each activation ratio, 
the decision on any trial is statistically independent. A linear transformation of the activation ratio is then 
mapped through the error function to the probability of deciding whether one or two stops is perceived. 
Our working memory is based on the STORE model llradski, Carpenter and Grossberg (1992). In this 
model, temporal sequences of inputs are stored as an evolving spatial pattern of activation that encodes the 
ternpora.l order and identity of the items. The network consists of two layers, each having its own global 
signal that multiplicatively modulates or ''gat.es" its integration rate (Figure 2). 
Figure 2: STORE network dia,gram. Filled circles arc 
nodes excited by inputs. Node 7J is tonically active. Ar-
rowheads show excitatory paths) sma.ll open circles head 
inhibitory paths. Heavy lines indicate global signals. y-
field nodes support their corresponding x-field nodes and 
do not compete. 
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The original STORE equations are 
n 
X; = g(Al; + Yi- X; I: Xk) ( 1) 
k=l 
g(x;-y;) (2) 
where Ii are inputs, in our case, stop consonants. The gates g and g are complementary and mutually 
inhibitory. Gate g is activated by all Ji and suppresses gate If, thereby allowing x nodes to charge up with no 
change in their y nodes. When inputs terminate, gate ?f resumes its activity and suppresses g. Thus during 
silence, the y nodes remember the input-induced x activities. 
The working memory code is determined by the ratio of the activities that are stored. Bradski 1 Carpen-
ter and Grossberg (1992) describe why such a ratio code is useful for learning, or chunking, groupings of 
stored items. The STORE model equations do permit invariant storage of activation ratios under variable 
presentation rates. However, this is achieved under the assumption that input integration is so fast that 
the activity of each item can reach equilibrium no matter how fast items are presented. In particular, the 
durations of each item needed to be long enough to equilibrate the xi, and the silence intervals between each 
item pair needed to be long enough to equilibrate the Yi. 
Here we show how to extend STORE to situations where full equilibration is not assumed. In the original 
STORE system (1) and (2), activation ratio, xJ/x2, increases with g. Furthermore, with both g and 7i fixed, 
the ratio increases with the duration of silent interval for a given item pair, and the rate of change is 
dependent on both g and g. The rate of change in activation ratio can be made approximately independent 
of presentation rate by allowing rate to modulate both gates in a complementary ma,nner. Specifically, g is 
made proportional to rate, and g is made inversely proportional to rate. 
Since g is suppressed after each input, and ?f is suppressed during each input, neither gate can itself 
provide a long-term measure of input presentation rate. In the current model, presentation rate is reflected 
in the signal from a slow integrator of the inputs. This signal then excites ?f and inhibits g. Figure 3 shows 
that using this slow adapting, complementary gain control, activation ratios xi/ Lj Xj for a four-item list 
remain remarkably unchanged under a six-fold change in average silence interval between items. 
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Figure 3: Activation ratios produced by the 
slow adapting, gain controlled STORE model. 
Each list consisted of four inputs separated by 
the same duration of silence. At the end of the 
fourth input, the ratios for the 1 activations 
were computed. The list was repeated 10 times 
awl the ratios averaged. 'I'he system was then 
reinitializcd and the procedure repeated using 
another silent interval. 
'l'he principle of activation ratio in variance with presentation rate can account for the shifts of the H.epp 
(1980) category boundary curves with average silent interval. However, the data also indicate that changing 
the range, or variance, of silent intervals produces a change in the slope of the category boundary curve. In 
other words, the percept becomes less sensitive to presentation rate as recent measures of rate become more 
variable and therefore less reliable. 
Our slow adapting gain mechanism will reflect an increase in variance by producing a larger range of 
activation ratios, but the activation ratio averaged for all stimuli with any given silent interval will not 
change. \"/c infer from this result that the system should also slowly adapt to variation of the presentation 
rate. In STORE, slowing the integration of inputs decreases sensitivity of activation ratio to current silent 
interval. Thus g is made inversely proportional to a. signal that reflects the variation of presentation rate. 
I\'[athcmatica.l deta.ils of the model will be elaborated elsewhere. 
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Computer simulations 
VYe summarize the properties of our invariant working memory with computer simulations that quantitatively 
regenerate the Repp (1980) categorical decision boundaries (Figure 4). Based solely on the input stimulus 
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Figure 4: Repp data, dashed lines; model, points with error bars. Activation ratios, computed at the end of the 
second input, in response to two-item stimuli with indicated silent intervals, were averaged together over 4 separate 
simulations for each condition and mapped to proba.bility, with% 2-stop =50 x (1 + erf{x 1 ~')T~}). Error bars 
indicate 1 standard deviation. The input stimulus sequences were identical to H..epp (1980), as shown in Figure 1A. 
For each condition, the system was initialized per tl1e H.epp procedure using 5 alternations of the longest and shortest 
intervals. Input durations were fixed at 30 msec. 
sequence, no adjustment to any parameter, the system sets the chance decision level near the mean silent 
interval for that sequence. Both the low and high anchor simulations produce more steeply sloped functions 
than the no anchor simulation. These results demonstrate how a working memory that stores activation 
patterns which are invariant with input presentation rate can account for variability of perceptual categories. 
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